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Abstract
In the context of signal classification, this paper assembles and compares criteria to easily judge the
discrimination quality of a set of feature vectors. The quality measures are based on the assumption
that a Support Vector Machine is used for the final classification. Thus, the ultimate criterion is
a large margin separating the two classes. We apply the criteria to control the feature extraction
process for signal classification. Adaptive features related to the shape of the signals are extracted
by wavelet filtering followed by a nonlinear map. To be able to test many features, the criteria are
easily computable while still reliably predicting the classification performance.
We also present a novel approach for computing the radius of a set of points in feature space. The
radius, in relation to the margin, forms the most commonly used error bound for Support Vector
Machines. For isotropic kernels, the problem of radius computation can be reduced to a common
Support Vector Machine classification problem.
1 Introduction
This paper addresses the problem of how to choose an orthogonal compactly supported wavelet to
optimally preprocess signals for binary classication. For that purpose, several criteria to judge the
discrimination ability of a set of feature vectors are presented and closely examined.
The problem we treat here is to assign a class label to signals that are originally divided into two
classes. Therefore, one assumes that labelled training samples are given in advance. The classica-
tion problem emerges in the one-dimensional case for medical applications and acoustic signals and
in the two-dimensional case for texture images, for example. Some sample signals for the detection
of ventricular tachycardia as a medical application are shown in Figure 1. Our wavelet adaptation
approach improves the classication accuracy compared to commonly used algorithms for this im-
portant problem.
Instead of trying to classify signals directly, i.e. taking single pixels as ’features’, a preprocessing
step extracting relevant features from the data commonly relies on lter banks ([1, 13, 28, 29, 31]).
SR
VT
Figure 1: exemplary heart beats: sine rhythm (SR) and ventricular tachycardia(VT)
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Those ltering approaches are closely related to wavelet decomposition as used in [27, 43, 23]. To
generate low-dimensional feature vectors, we propose to use the norm of the coefcients of the dif-
ferent frequency bands for classication as done in [43].
Still there remains an important question to be answered. Which wavelet should one utilise to
perform the wavelet decomposition? As the signal types vary as much as from cardiac signals to
texture images, different waveforms are encountered in the classication problem. As already shown
by one of the authors in [41], an adaptation of the applied wavelet to the classication problem at
hand potentially heavily increases classication performance. Jones et al. ([23]) also claim that a
problem specic wavelet choice is promising. In general, it is desirable to adapt the preprocessing
or some classier parameters to the specic classication problem. This brings up the problem of
nding a criterion for the wavelet design.
As to the nal classication, there are many possible classier choices. The ’Support Vector Ma-
chine’ (SVM) is an algorithm to solve two-class classication problems. The SVM as a relatively
new tool is described in [46, 6, 32] and is already widely accepted due to its simplicity and exibility.
The approach is based on Structural Risk Minimisation ([45]) and is a generalised linear classier
that tries to maximise the margin between the two classes. There are two variants of the classier
concerning its invariance to noise. The ’hard margin SVM’ claims that all training points are sepa-
rated by the hyperplane with maximal margin. The noise insensitive variant, the ’soft margin SVM’
allows some outliers falling within the margin ([6]). In practise, the SVM is also used for multi-class
classication problems, most effectively by using a sequence of binary SVM classiers to nd the
likeliest class ([18, 21]).
It is obvious that adequate adaptation criteria can be obtained from the classier’s objectives and
derived classication error bounds. The most frequently used error bound for SVM classiers is the
radius - margin bound ([45]), where the margin is the objective of the SVM. We will show that, for
a special class of kernels, the radius of the smallest sphere enclosing the feature vectors, the second
quantity used in the bound, can be computed by solving another standard SVM problem again. This
bound has for example been successfully applied by Weston et al. [49] to apply gradient descent
methods for feature selection. But despite the computational convenience coming from our radius
computation problem reduction, this method is not applicable here as it still includes repeated min-
imisation of quadratic programs. This is computationally very expensive because wavelet adaptation
criteria typically have many local minima and hence need to be evaluated many times for different
parameter values. This brings up the problem of nding reliable criteria that are still fast to evaluate to
rank a given feature set. We will compare some simple criteria for the example of the one-dimensional
signal classication by wavelet decomposition. The results apply to the two-dimensional setting as
well because wavelet decomposition can be separably applied to each dimension and the resulting
wavelet features then may be used to analyse texture in images, for instance ([31, 27]). The proposed
criteria can also be used for feature selection, which aims at discarding features from a predetermined
set. Apart from a computational gain, this may also improve classier accuracy ([4, 49]).
Our experiments show that there exist simple criteria that well approximate the classication
error, assessed by the radius - margin error bound. Applied to our wavelet adaptation problem, these
criteria establish an easy way to nd the wavelet that best discriminates the signal classes.
We will rst introduce the particular classication problem we are interested in. To this end, Section
2 will deal with the feature extraction process, especially with the wavelet parameterisation, and
Section 3 will present the SVM classier to be applied. Motivated by the measures of quality for the
SVM, we will then come to the main part. Section 4 presents selected criteria for feature adaptation
and discusses their relations and applicability. To see how the criteria fare in practise, Section 5
examines their imposed ranking for the problem of the wavelet choice. Finally, the results of the
paper are summarised in Section 6. Additional and background material is given in the appendix.
Appendices A and B give some mathematical backgrounds about lter banks and discrete wavelets
and SVMs. Appendix C gives the interesting relation between the radius computation problem and
the standard SVM classication problem.
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Figure 2: feature extraction: from the signal to the feature vector
Notation. Throughout the paper, we denote vectors and matrices by bold face lower and upper
case letters, respectively. The matrix a denotes the identity matrix in appropriate dimensions. The
vector b signies a vector of zeros in the respective space, c a vector of ones. All vectors will
be column vectors unless transposed by the superior symbol d . If egfih^j denotes a vector, in
general, we will indicate its components by kl ( m^npo!q\r\r$rq>s ). We assume vector inequalities coming
up in optimisation problems to hold componentwise. Further, tu denotes the Hilbert space of real
valued quadratic summable sequences vwnyx{zffilC|0l{}~ with inner product {v2q>'Cn
l{}~
zl.l and
corresponding norm vW  AnŁ 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z
u
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u
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2 Feature Extraction by Discrete Wavelet Transform
This section describes the feature extraction process for our application of signal classication.
We briey summarise the mathematical denition of ’feature vectors’ used in this paper, and their
parametrisation. This provides the basis for feature adaptation and classication.
Figure 2 illustrates the feature extraction process from an input signal Ufh to its corresponding
feature vector eŁfh , where  . The feature extraction process consists of two successive
steps, namely ltering and energy computation of the bandpass coefcients. For the ltering we
use orthonormal lter banks. As illustrated on the right hand side of the diagram, these lters can
be determined by some lter angles  which will be the main parameters of our feature extraction
process. Therefore the ltering operator is denoted by  . Then the features are generated using the
norm of the resulting coefcients at each decomposition level. As different norms  will be used,
the corresponding operator is called ffi . In summary, the feature extraction operator is given by
 
	¡
Q¢£n¤FffiSW . The single steps will be more closely looked at in the following.
For ltering, we apply the concept of lter banks. For a short introduction see Appendix A.1.
Fundamental for the parametrisation of our feature extraction process is the representation of or-
thonormal lter banks in a lattice structure composed of rotations and delays. According to [44, The-
orem 14.3.1], [40, Theorem 4.7], a two-channel FIR lter bank with lter length ¥	¦§¥ is orthogonal
(paraunitary) if and only if, up to the sign of the high-pass lter, the corresponding polyphase matrix
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where Ä	ÅÇÆÉÈ ÊffiË;ÌÍXÎ and ÄÏÐÆÉÈ ÊffiË­ÍXÎÒÑÓpÊffiË\Ô$Ô\ÔËSÕÇÖw× . If the lter bank’s high-pass lter has at least
one vanishing moment, the lter bank angles add up to Ø Ù (see also [40, Theorem 4.6]):
Å
Ú
Ï´Û"Ü
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Í ÝwÞ{ßáàâ
Ì	ÍXÎÔ
The resulting parameter space ãäÓ Þ ÄÜ!Ë\Ô\Ô$Ô\Ë­ÄÅ"å"æÎ&çÄRÏÐÆèÈ ÊË>ÍXÎÐÑéÓêÊË\Ô\Ô$ÔË­ÕÇÖë×ì is Í -periodic as
the angles Äí can be interpreted as rotation angles: A rotation of ÄíîÉÍ implies half a rotation extra
because the result just alters sign. As the last angle is computed as Ä!ÅÓïØÙ Öð Å"å"æ
í½Û"Ü
Äí , it is that
amount smaller. Hence, the nal lter output is just the same as before.
In our experiments we will assume a lter length of ñ corresponding to ÕòÓóÌ , i.e., a two-
dimensional parameter space. In most instances, according to our experiments lters of length ñ are
sufcient to describe the waveforms and they have the advantage that they are conveniently depicted
in 2D for comparison.
For a given ä in the parameter space, the synthesis lters are determined by the polyphase matrix.
Moreover these lters provide us with an orthonormal basis
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of  Ï consisting of the periodic discretetime scaling sequences ôõ ö÷ and discretetime wavelets ôüFý ÷
(see Appendix A.2.) The representation of the signal FÆ Ï with respect to this basis is given by
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The ltering operator #%$ then performs a wavelet analysis by an octaveband lter bank:
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The matrix 8 $ Æ< Ïffi=Ï is orthogonal and consequently preserves the norm of the signals
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To generate a handy number of features that still make the signals well distinguishable, we intro-
duce the energy operator
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where we restrict our attention to two signicant norms
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The weighted M5N -norm seizes the average power or channel variance as proposed by Unser ([43]). The
normalisation balances the contribution of the different channels and, as its expectation is indepen-
dent of the coefcient vector length, makes the feature values for different size signals comparable.
In the translation invariant case, if the applied high-pass lter has at least one vanishing moment, the
expectation of the coefcients for each high-pass channels is zero, so that the above norm effectively
represents the channel variance. For sub-sampled decomposition, this choice of the norm still pro-
vides a variance estimate. Besides the two proposed norms, the M5O -norms for PRQTS may also be
chosen. Especially the MEU -norm behaves robustly with respect to different signals ([41]).
Now, for a signal VXW<Y&Z , the corresponding feature vector [ is dened by
[]\^9_a`1bdcBcV,^feAcBcg
`
V'h
The norm preserving property (2) impliesi
_a`'bdcBcV
ij kmlni
V
ijffik
h (3)
As a consequence, if we deal with M N -normed input signals V , then the feature vectors lie within or on
a sphere in Yo centred at the origin. In our experiments we deal with signals having average value
zero and apply the full wavelet decomposition, i.e., pffiq1rsot^uS . Then it is easy to check that vsow^yx
(see Lemma 1 in Appendix A.2). If we further use the MEN -norm in ezc{c , then we have equality in (3).
In the rest of the paper, we will drop the subscript MN for norms and inner products if that does not
cause confusion.
The relationship just mentioned reveals some important structure of the feature vector set. But to
rate a set of feature vectors according to their classication ability, it is essential to take into account
the classier in use. The Support Vector Machine, which will be described next, intends to maximise
the ’margin’ between the feature vectors of both classes in some ’feature space’. The classiers target
term, the margin as well as potential classication error bounds may motivate possible adaptation
criteria.
3 Support Vector Machine Classication
In this section we give a short introduction to Support Vector Machine classication.
Let | be a compact subset of Y*o containing the data to be classied. We suppose that there exists
an underlying unknown function } , the socalled target function, which maps | to the binary set
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of  associations we are interested in the construction of a real valued function  dened on | such
that 

a is a ’good approximation’ of } .  classies the training data correctly if '



[&ffiX^
}

[ffi*^ for all %^S5h5hh . Here
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Support Vector Machine Classication combines the simplicity of a linear learning machine with
the high generalisation ability only found in nonlinear classiers. To this end, the socalled feature
map \*| ¡M N non-linearly mapping the input vectors into some generally higher-dimensional
space. We will then search for  as a linear function in the feature vectors. The mathematical details
with respect to the nonlinear feature map and the nal optimisation problem are provided in the
appendix.
It is possible to state linear learning machines only in terms of inner products between the input
vectors. As only inner products need to be evaluated and we would like to have fast computation, one
can directly compute the inner products instead of explicitly carrying out the feature map. This is done
by means of a kernel function. The kernel function ¢ induces a ’reproducing kernel Hilbert space’
5
£¥¤ dened in Appendix B.1, where the details concerning the feature map and kernel functions are
given. In our applications we will use Gaussian kernels
¦¨§ª©«¬®­°¯f±²´³ ³ µ¶1·E³ ³ ¸
¸º¹
¸
(5)
which are known to have reasonable performance ([36]).
Let us turn to our classication task. For a given training set (4) we intend to construct a function
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for some constant
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controlling the trade-off between the approximation error and the regular-
isation term. For the choice
¾
¯fá
, the resulting classier is called hard margin SVM, otherwise soft
margin SVM. The ’margin’ is the minimal distance of a training point ©
Â
to the hyperplane separating
both classes for a linear classier.
As argued in Appendix B.2, the minimiser of (6) can be found by solving the following quadratic
problem: âäã1å
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products of the feature vectors.
The support vectors (SVs) are those training patterns ©
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In case of hard margin classication, as reasoned in the appendix, this expression simplies to
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4 Criteria for Feature Adaptation
So far, an application problem, a feature extraction method and the SVM classier have been de-
scribed. This main section will propose several criteria for rating sets of feature vectors according to
their classication capability with respect to an SVM classier. In the following, the criteria will be
presented and some properties and relationships between them will be indicated.
Here we consider the task of having to rate sets of labelled feature vectors ü;§ª©
Â
«È
Â
­
Ò
ý ¯
Å'«ö5ö5ö5«þ%ß ü;ÇXÅ'«5Å'ß°«
à
. For our signal classication problem especially, all feature
vectors
©
Â
lie in or even on a sphere centred at the origin. The goal is to nd a measure that allows for
fast comparison of different sets of feature vectors based on maximising the classier performance.
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Possible criteria for adaptation are obtained by bounds for the generalisation error ffflfiffi! and
approximations thereof, i.e., the probability that "ff#$%fi&ffi('*)+fi-,.  0/132 for a randomly chosen example
fi4,65
2
 879;:=<+>@?+5A?B . Although there exist many proven bounds for the error risk or its expectation in
the literature (see, for example, [5, 19]), in essence, most of them rely either on the number of support
vectors ([45, Theorem 5.2], [16] and [19, Section 5.2.1]) or on the size of the margin separating the
classes normalised by a measure of the feature vector variation such as their radius ([45, Theorem
5.2], [20]). This means that minimising the error bound is equivalent to maximising the margin resp.
minimising the number of support vectors. Unfortunately, both objectives imply solving a quadratic
program which, for our purpose, is impracticable. Besides, the resolution of error bounds relying on
the number of support vectors is too low. Since only a few values are possible, many settings may not
be comparable. Some additional quantities used in the error bounds are for example the eigenvalues
of the kernel matrix ([34]) or the normalised margin ([20]). However, they suffer from the same
computational costs as do margin and number of support vectors. Moreover, many bounds are not
tight, e.g., the stability bound proposed by Bousquet and Elisseeff ([3, 19]). At the worst, if the
bounds value is above 1, one cannot say that a decrease improves the expected classier performance
as there is no conclusion at all possible. This motivates to evaluate the performance of simplied
criteria which can be more efciently evaluated.
In the following, some possible adaptation criteria for the choice of the optimal lter are presented
and discussed.
4.1 Margin
For the hard margin case, the margin C itself (obtained by equation (8) from the solution of the optimi-
sation problem (7) in Section 3) as the SVM objective criterion may be a rst guess for a criterion for
the wavelet choice. Indeed, our experiments indicate that if training and test data have the same un-
derlying distribution, the margin behaves much like the classication error. The major disadvantage
of taking the margin as adaptation criterion is that for every possible wavelet to examine, a quadratic
optimisation problem has to be solved. As the optimal wavelet can only be found by search heuristics
due to the complexity of the feature extraction process, i.e., the multi-level wavelet transform and
energy computation, and the resulting non-convex objective function, the margin criterion will be
a time-consuming criterion. Furthermore, the size of the margin depends only on few data points,
precisely on the support vectors. Thus, the size of the margin is not a ’smooth’ function of all input
vectors. The same main drawback, the complexity of the evaluation, holds for the soft margin opti-
misation criterion DFEHGIKJMLON IP
L
QORSR TURKR
Q
V!W , the equivalent of the margin, even though the optimisation
functional in the soft margin case is smoother because of the limited inuence of single points (cf.
the dual constraint XZYHD[ in (7)).
4.2 Radius-Margin
According to [46, Theorem 10.6], the expectation of the quotient
?
\^]
Q
C
Q (9)
forms an upper bound on the SVMs generalisation error, where expectation is meant over all training
samples with equal size assuming the same underlying distribution. Thereby, R is the radius of the
smallest sphere enclosing the points in feature space and can be computed by a single-class SVM,
i.e., another quadratic program. See Appendix C for a detailed derivation of the nal computation
algorithm in Theorem 2.
In the soft margin case, there also exists a radius margin bound. According to [11], the expectation
of the generalisation error of the SVM is bounded from above by the expectation of the term
?
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where d comes from the solution of the problem (7) and egfihkj3lnmoqpfsrl4t%f&uuv is the resulting error
term from problem (6).
Due to the property (3), if the SVM input vectors are normalised, the radius w is bounded. Conse-
quently, the margin or the soft margin minimisation functional by themselves provide an error bound
and a justied criterion.
Although this quantity is quite meaningful, it suffers from the same problem as the margin or
even worse: For every criterion evaluation, two quadratic optimisation problems have to be solved.
But as the bound is relatively tight to the error (most evaluations at least lead to bounds below the
trivial xy , see Section 5), we selected it for comparison as a representative for all error bounds which
are close to the generalisation error but are too computationally intensive for feature adaptation.
4.3 Alignment
For kernel problems, a new characteristic has been proposed ([8, 25]): The sample alignment
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was proposed as a measure of conformance between kernels. Especially, the kernel matrix !i ,
where  denotes the vector of class labels, is viewed as the optimal kernel matrix for two-class
classication. This leads to maximising the criterion
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which, by the inequality of Cauchy-Schwarz, only takes values in  
}
mAŁ as the kernel matrix is always
positive denite.
According to all our experiments, its denominator 


|
}
|

 doesn’t inuence the alignment
much for the Gaussian kernel with a xed kernel width. The change of the alignment is dominated
by its numerator

|
}
!

 that varies about 200% whereas its denominator only varies about 20%
for different wavelets. This may result from the norm preservation (3) which implies that the kernel
matrix is more or less normalised. For normed feature vectors tafff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by using the  y -norm for the energy computation, the Gaussian kernel reads
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where the rst term is a constant and the second one is just the exponential of the linear kernel. First,
the exponential ~ª is a monotone function of « , and second, it can be approximated for small «­¬®m
by m*¯°« according to its Taylor series

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Thus, if » is large which means that the exponent is small, the linear approximation is close to the
exponential. This implies that the alignment with the Gaussian kernel is related to the alignment with
the linear kernel
½¼
f
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}
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
with feature map Ç ¼
f
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hkjÈKÉ or to the quantity
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with ËÍÌÃÎÐÏffÑ4Ò%ÓÔÒÕflÖff×nØ
Ó-Ù ÕffÚMÛ
the kernel matrix with respect to the linear kernel, the analogue of ÜÝÎ
ÏÑ&ÞÏ4Ò%Ós×ÁÔÞ=Ï-ÒÕg×ÖnßOà8×nØ
Ó-Ù ÕffÚMÛ
.
There is also a result which bounds the generalisation accuracy of the expected Parzen window
estimator by a function of the alignment: By [8, Theorem 4]
áAââ
Ïã!×8äæåèçêé
ë
Ï-ÜqÔffì!ìMía×.î
é
ï
î
å
ð
Ñ-ÜqÔÜÖnñ
with probability greater than åòçôó , where
é
ï is a function of the sample and the level of signicance
ó . The parameter ó and the term
é
ï are only needed because the sample alignment is used instead of
its expected value. According to [8], when using the true alignment ë Ï&õ Û Ô§õög×èÌkÎ ÷ùøú Ù ø§ûü-ýþ
÷ùø ú
Ù
ø ú ü ý ÷Kø û
Ù
ø û ü ý
where the inner product is dened as Ñ&ãÔnß Ö  ÌkÎ

û
ãÏ-Ò6Ô ×sß!Ï4Ò6Ô ×
	½Ï4Ò.×	½Ï+× , the bound even
simplies to áAââ Ï&ã!×8ä åÂç
ë
ÏõOÔÏÃ×Ï ×ff× (where  is the target function as dened in Section 3). This
shows that the alignment is directly related to the expected Parzen window estimator. Cristianini et al.
([8]) claim that, as the empirical Parzen estimator is concentrated, its generalisation is described by
the empirical alignment é
ë
as well. The Parzen window estimator is related to a SVM. It is equivalent
to a soft margin SVM with minimal outlier penalisation parameter  Î Û
Ø
. This establishes the
choice of the alignment as an adaptation criterion especially for soft margin SVMs, but as we will
show in the next section, the alignment reliably predicts the margin for our SVM problems without
outliers as well.
4.4 Class Centre Distance
Motivated by the alignments relation to linear quantities, we want to look at criteria in the original
data space  . Strauß and Steidl proposed in [41] to maximise the distance of the two class centres
in the Euclidean metric in the original space  . Denoting by  Ó the number of samples and by 
Ó
the mean of class Î®åÔç@å , i.e.,  Ó ÌkÎfiffffifl Ì  Õ Î!#"$ and 
Ó
ÌkÎ©å&%
Ó')(*
Ú%Ó
Ò
Õ , then the criterion is
given by +
ÌÃÎ,-
Û
ç.0/
Û
, 1
For an equal number of training vectors for both classes, the criterion is equivalent to
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with Ë again the matrix of inner products in data space. The quantity
+
is the replacement of the
alignments numerator in data space. In effect, it approximates thus a substitute for the alignment in
data space and even the alignment itself, as discussed in the previous section.
As argued in [41], for a normalised isotropic kernel that is monotonically decreasing in the ar-
guments’ Euclidean distance, the distance between two points in feature space is maximised if their
distance in data space is maximised. For this class of kernels (including, e.g., the Gaussian ker-
nel), this property hints why the criteria in feature space are related to their substitutes in data space.
Especially, the true alignment may be close to the class centre distance.
Analogous to the alignment, the class centre distance also has an upper bound. According to (3),
the class centre distance is then bounded by two times the norm of the original signals
+
ä>= ?A@&B
Ó<C
5
ÛÁÙfiDfiDfiD Ù
Ø
:
,Ò
Ó
,=ä>= ?A@&B
Ó<C
5
ÛÁÙfiDfiDfiD Ù
Ø
:
,FE
Ó
,&1
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Apart from the simple criterion evaluation that comes from the plain form of G , the criterion is
also easily differentiable. This may be a crucial point from the perspective of optimisation.
4.5 Scatter Measures
The class centre distance only takes into account the mean values of the classes. Obviously, we
look for classes that are distant from each other and at the same concentrated around their means. A
generalisation are measures using scatter matrices as described in [42, Section 5.5.3]:
The within-class scatter matrix describes the average feature variance in the classes and is dened as
HJILKNMPO
Q R
SUT
VffiWYX9Z X#[
R
\]^
S_U`badcfe
Shg
_<`badc.e
Sigjlk
The scattering of the whole classes is described by the between-class scatter matrix. Denoting by
e
KNMnm
S<T
V-WYX9Z X#[po q
o
e
S the common mean vector, the matrix is dened as
HsrtKNM
R
SUT
V-WuXffiZ X[
Q
S
Q
_e
S
cfe
g
_e
S
cfe
gjk
Combining both scattering dimensions, the mixture scatter matrix
HYvwKfiM
O
Q
o
R
a
^
X
_<`
a
cfe
g
_U`
a
cfe
gj
describes the common covariance. As a consequence,
H
v
MxHYIzy{Hsr
holds.
Using these matrices, separability measures are dened that use the relation of
H
v
resp.
Hsr
to
HYI
. This can be done by maximising the quotient of either their traces or their determinants.
The special case of the measures |<}F~h
|<}F~
and  9
  s
for equiprobable classes in one dimension yields
the Fisher discriminant ([14])
_<
X
cfY
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M
O
c
O with mean

S and scatter 

S
.
In the multi-dimensional case, using the determinant poses more computational requirements
than the trace representing only the variances. Moreover, the single feature vector components are
connected by the norm constraint anyway, so it plausible to ignore their correlation. Hence, for our
two-class problem, for example the criterion |<}F~h
|<}-~


leads to
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where 

S
 denotes the marginal variance of class Ł along dimension  . For equiprobable classes, this
simplies to a multiple of
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which is the class centre distance divided by a variance term. The variances serve to make the mea-
sure independent of the scaling as well as to include the classes’ scattering. This criterion |<}F~h
|<}F~


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class 1
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Figure 3: texture sample: linearly rescaled images and exemplary rows
also determines the choice of the projection for feature extraction by Linear Discriminant Analysis,
whereas in the multi-dimensional case, the Multiple Discriminant Analysis, one uses the determi-
nants of these matrices  9
 J
([12, Chapter 3.8.3]). Note that in theory this criterion is unbounded in
case of zero variance which, however, rarely happens in practise.
This section proposed many different criteria in feature and in data space, some of them directly
related to generalisation error bounds. The usefulness of the bounds for feature adaptation still re-
mains to be shown. To this end, the next section will show results for the evaluation of the criteria for
several real-world problems.
5 Empirical Criteria Comparison
In the previous section we have proposed several criteria for judging the discrimination ability of a
set of feature vectors. Some connections between the criteria have already been identied. It is now
interesting to see how these links show up when analysing the bounds for real data, especially how
close the bounds are together and which ones approximate the true generalisation ability best.
We want to evaluate the proposed criteria for the application described in Section 2: One-dimen-
sional signals are to be classied according to the norm of their wavelet coefcients at each level.
More precisely, for the feature extraction out of the signals, we make a full wavelet decomposition
(i.e., nine decomposition steps for signals of length $ ) with sub-sampling. This generates as many
features from the data as possible. As already described, we thereby omit the low-pass component.
By appropriate signal preprocessing, as argued in Section 2, we can still guarantee the & -norm of
the feature vectors to stay constant. We will use the  -norm as well as the weighted   -norm for
feature extraction. For the classication, a hard-margin SVM with Gaussian kernel with kernel width
¡£¢
¤¤ in eqn. (5) is used. (For the rationale of this parameter choice see section 5.3.) We use the
values of the margin and the radius - margin bound for the hard margin SVM to evaluate the quality
of the proposed bounds to reduce the number of parameters (namely, to x ¥ to a simple value).
We use different data sets to evaluate the criteria: The rst classication problem is the detec-
tion of ventricular tachycardia from electro-physiological data. The samples used here were obtained
by inducing ventricular tachycardia during examinations at the University Hospital of Homburg, Ger-
many. Data segments of  ¤§¦¨ © duration were recorded, equally for periods of normal cardiac activity.
The episodes have been ltered and single beats have been cut out within a timeframe of ª«A¦
resulting in waveforms ¬®­z¯°9±  . For each patient, eight beats from a single episode are used for clas-
sier training. Some exemplary beats for the sample patient picked out here to illustrate the criteria
behaviour are shown in the introduction in Figure 1.
The second group of data are real world texture images from the MeasTex collection [38]. We use
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Figure 4: principal components of training vectors for sample heart patient and ²&³ norm: (a) for the
Haar wavelet, (b) for the Daubechies wavelet with three vanishing moments, (c) for the optimally
aligned wavelet
single rows of the texture images to have one-dimensional data structurally different from the cardiac
data. The example that is shown in the paper indeed exhibits a one-dimensional structure. We use
the two images of corrugated iron ’Misc.0002’ and ’Misc.0003’ here. Both images with normalised
contrast as well as two exemplary rows are shown in Figure 3. The task is to classify which of
two given textures the rows belong to. Here, the rst ´
µ rows of each texture are used for classier
training.
Accounting for the properties of the feature extraction operator ¶s·¸º¹$¹ described in Section 2, the
original sample signals »¼ ( ½d¾À¿Á ÂFÂFÂFÁÃ ), cardiac data as well as texture image rows, have been ² ³ -
normalised according to Ä-»¼ÄÅ¾Æ¿ ÇÇÇ ( ½0¾Æ¿ÁFÂFÂ Â-ÁÃ ) and their average signal value has been set to
zero. Besides, the normalised margin bound for the SVM implies that all feature vectors ought to be
normalised to obtain a high generalisation ability of the classier.
5.1 Wavelet Adaptation Problem
The fundamental observation that has to be ensured at rst is that the wavelet adaptation makes a
signicant difference. We illustrate below that wavelet feature adaptation may lead to a considerable
increase of discriminatory power for real-world signal classication.
Therefore, we visualise the training data for the sample heart patient by extracting the principal
two components of the nine-dimensional training vectors and visualising them. The Principal Com-
ponents Analysis (PCA) projects the data from ÈÉ to È ³ by the projection that retains most of the
total variance of the data.
The results for the Haar wavelet (parameters Ê<Ë ÌÁË ÍFÎÏ¾ÐÊUÇÁ#ÇÎ ), the Daubechies wavelet with
three vanishing moments ([9], parameters ÊUË&ÌÁËÍ-ÎÒÑÓÊ¿Â ÔÖÕ$ÁÇÂfi× Ç
Î ) and the wavelet that produces
the optimal alignment with the kernel ØuØÚÙ (parameters ÊUËÌ
ÁËÍ-Îd¾ÛÊµ$Â Ç ÔÜÁÇÝÂ ×ÞÎ ) for the ² ³ norm are
shown in Figure 4. The variance still contained in the plots is approximately 90%, 75% and 92% of
12
the total variance, respectively.
This single example with few training data already shows that the wavelet choice heavily inu-
ences the classication performance: Neither the Haar wavelet, nor the Daubechies wavelet with three
vanishing moments appear to make the training data linearly separable. The wavelet that achieves the
maximal alignment, on the other hand, well separates the data (Figure 4 (c)). Moreover, the classes
are nicely clustered now.
Indeed, for example for this patient with two further test episodes, the error for the weighted norm
varies from 0 to 56% for different wavelets. Also, the optimum does not always lie in the same region.
Even for different patients (but still the same problem class), the optimal wavelets differ heavily. As a
consequence, utilising standard wavelets such as Haar or the Daubechies wavelet with three vanishing
moments does not guarantee well-discriminating features and a small generalisation error.
5.2 Criteria Comparison
Motivated by the results of the previous section, next we evaluate and compare the criteria discussed
in section 4. For this purpose, we will generate plots that show the criterion values subject to the
two-dimensional wavelet parameter space. We will analyse the distance of the class centres ß , the
generalised Fisher criterion àâáäã<åFæçèhé
ã<åFæçêé
, the alignment with the kernel ëuëíì , the margin and the
radius - margin classication error bound î
ïdðuñò
ñ
.
For the case of two lter bank parameters that corresponds to lters of length six, the adaptation
criteria can be directly visualised over the parameter space. The resulting images for the criteria and
the two problem samples heart data and texture rows are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
Here, we use the weighted ó ô -norm for energy computation as we favour it over the óô -norm. The
parameter space was discretised with õö÷ angles per dimension and for all parameter combinations,
the feature vectors were computed by wavelet decomposition. Next, the criteria were be evaluated.
The resulting values are plotted using a linear grey scale except for the radius - margin bound ø ôùúuûÖô
which is plotted on a logarithmic scale due to its large variation. Additionally, the larger values are
clipped to the trivial error bound 1 to enhance the contrast. To assess the effect of the clipping, the
distribution of the logarithm of the bound is indicated by a histogram in Figures 5 and 6 (f). Light
spots represent favourable criterion values in all criteria plots.
We want to examine the criteria when using the original ó ô -norm for energy computation as well.
As for the particular heart patient, the plots for all criteria much resemble the ones for the weighted
norm in this example, the ó ô -norm plots are not included. The corresponding óô -norm plots for the
texture classication are given in Figure 7.
General Problem Some general properties are visible in the plots: The parameter space is appar-
ently periodic in both parameters as argued in Section 2. Additionally, the parameter space
seems to be structured since some characteristic lines appear in all criteria plots. Another
parameter of the feature extraction is the lter length. All orthonormal lters of length four
can be generated by a single parameter. Equivalently, all parameter combinations üUýþß  with
ß ýþ  correspond to these lters. Regarding the rst row of the plots, one can compare
the difference between the values achieved there and on the whole parameter space. Only for
the texture row classication with weighted ó ô -norm depicted in Figure 6, the optimal value
on the whole parameter space differs signicantly from the optimal value on the rst row. For
the other classication problems, there is already no systematic gain in augmenting the lter
length from four to six.
Criteria Concerning the criteria, for all three gures, the rst overall impression is that all shown cri-
teria are alike. Moreover, all criteria show a detailed structure for the wavelet parameter space.
This indicates that effectively nding the optimal wavelet according to the chosen criterion is
not easy even for the simple criteria.
The class centre distance and particularly the alignment resemble the margin. That is, the
wavelets that generate a high class centre distance or alignment also guarantee a large margin.
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Figure 5: criteria for heartbeat classication with weighted 	
 -norm: (a) class centre distance, (b)
scatter criterion, (c) alignment, (d) margin, (e) logarithm of radius - margin bound ( 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clipped at 1, (f) histogram of logarithm of radius - margin bound
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Figure 6: criteria for texture row classication with weighted  ! -norm: (a) class centre distance, (b)
scatter criterion, (c) alignment, (e) logarithm of radius - margin bound ( "#%$'&
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Figure 7: criteria for texture row classication with 354 -norm: (a) class centre distance, (b) scatter
criterion, (c) alignment, (d) margin, (e) logarithm of radius - margin bound ( 67%8'9
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Figure 8: relationship between class centre distance and alignment for the EGF norm in another texture
example: (a) class centre distance, (b) alignment for kernel width HJILK5M'M , (c) alignment for kernel
width HINKOMM'M
Although the scatter criterion PRQTS%U'VXW
PRQYS%U'Z[W
reveals more detailed structures, it doesn’t seem to be
superior to the simplest criterion, the class centre distance.
The radius margin bound \
]_^fl`a
`
covers a large range of values. As its maximum goes up to 84 in
the examples here, we plotted its logarithm b%c'd
F'e
Kgf
\
]
^fl`
a
`
h
. Apart from the different distribution
of the values, it rates the features mostly like the margin. Conrming the arguments regarding
the wavelet adaptation problem, the range of values for the radius - margin bound from 10 resp.
3% to 100% (the maximum meaningful error bound) indicates the signicance of the wavelet
choice.
Norm Although the plots for the sample patient did not differ, there may be an important difference
between using the EOF and the weighted EOF norm as exhibited by Figure 6 and Figure 7, even
though the features are only weighted differently. Moreover, for the original EF norm as de-
picted in Figure 7, the class centre distance differs slightly more from the kernel based criteria,
namely alignment and margin.
Alignment - Class Centre Distance As reasoned in Section 4, the alignment should be linked to
the class centre distance. The larger the kernel width H is, the closer they are to each other.
Motivated by this connection, the alignment for different kernel widths H for another texture
example (images ’Asphalt.0000’ and ’Misc.0000’ again from the MeasTex collection [38])
where the class centre distance and the alignment differed heavily is visualised in Figure 8.
Even though the distribution of the alignment for the smaller kernel with HiIjKOM'M (with ex-
ponent kmlgnXo lGprq
s
`
t
KOM
F ) and of the class centre distance are almost inverse, for the larger kernel
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with uwvyx5z'zz (with exponent {|g}X~ |G
G 
x ) they again look very similar. Concerning the
choice of the kernel parameter, the highest alignment is achieved for a kernel width of about
uv'z'z for the original T norm and uv'z for the weighted norm.
5.3 Distances in Feature Space
To conrm the assumption that the distances in feature space resemble the original distances, we
try to visualise the feature vectors. To visualise the original feature vectors Ł , we again use PCA
as in Section 5.1. To retain most of the total variance of the data, PCA projects the points on the
eigendirections of the sample covariance matrix or mixture scatter matrix v





Ł



Ł

  corresponding to its largest eigenvalues. For the points ¡

Ł¢
 in feature space, we only
know the matrix £ of inner products as the mapping ¡ isn’t given explicitly and the feature space
may even be innite-dimensional. The PCA in feature space is called kernel PCA ([35]) and is carried
out by projecting the potentially innite-dimensional feature vectors onto the eigendirections of the
centred kernel matrix ¤
¥§¦
v¨
¥
¨
with centring matrix
¨
¦
v©

x
ª_«¬«
®­
As
¤
¥
is symmetric and positive denite, it is unitary diagonalisable with positive eigenvalues which
reads
¤
¥
v°¯±³²

±³²

¯

v
¦ff´µL´µ

­
The rows of
´µ
provide vectors in ¶  that have the same distances as the vectors ¡

Ł

 in feature
space. We get our approximations in ¶  by only taking into account the rst two components of these
vectors (corresponding to the largest eigenvalues).
The resulting feature vectors for one wavelet in the example of Figure 8 (corresponding to a
single point in each of the plots in Figure 8) are given in Figure 9. For the visualisation, we chose
the optimal wavelet according to the alignment with the smaller Gaussian kernel (with uvNxOz'z ). Its
lter bank angles are
¸·
G¹
·





­ º
¹
º[­
x

marking the lightest spot in Figure 8 (b). One has to be
careful with the interpretation of the resulting vector plots. If two scatter plots look different, there are
two effects inuencing this: Naturally, if the points are differently distributed, their projection in ¶ 
will likely be different. But if this is the case, there may also be chosen other principal components.
The best variance preserving linear projection isn’t unique anyway, but we restricted the projection
directions to be the eigendirections and took care with the signs and scales as well. Nevertheless, the
quality of the projection has to be examined. In the given example, for the original feature vectors
(a), the feature vectors for uvNxOzz (b) and the feature vectors for uvNxOzz'z (c) approximately '¬» ,
¼½
» and ¬¾'» of the total variance is retained, respectively. These numbers seem sufcient to draw
some conclusions, and the scattering of the feature vectors for the larger kernel closely matches the
scattering of the original feature vectors, as predicted in Section 4.3. For our feature vectors Ł with
¿
Ł
¿
vyxOzz'z , we observed that from a kernel width u of 500-750 on, the relative point positions
resemble the original ones (depicted in Figure 9 in the example) so that one can still easily identify
the single points in the feature space with the input points Ł .
Besides, Figure 9 (b) shows how the optimal wavelet combined with the nonlinear feature map
succeed in making the points easily separable.
6 Conclusion
For the number of parameters of an algorithm two opposite trends exist. Having more parameters
increases the exibility and adaptability of an algorithm. But, on the other hand, which is often
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Figure 9: principal components of feature vectors for optimally aligned wavelet in example of Figure
8: (a) in original space À®Á , (b) in feature space for Gaussian kernel with ÂÃÅÄ5Æ'Æ , (c) in feature space
for Gaussian kernel with ÂÃÅÄ5Æ'ÆÆ
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considered more important, the lack of parameters disburdens users of choosing the right parameter
values.
The same problem appears for the wavelet choice in the decomposition based signal classication.
An adaptation of the wavelet to the specic problem reduces the classication error, but raises the
problem of picking out the ’best’ wavelets.
For that purpose, we assembled and proposed several easy to evaluate criteria for the rating of
features for support vector machine classication. According to our evaluation, the simple criteria
well resemble the margin and the radius - margin classication error bound and thus are sufcient for
parameter selection. Particularly, it could be seen by derivations and examples that the class centre
distance of the feature vectors in the data space on certain conditions well resembles the alignment.
But, unfortunately, the criteria plots made evident that even the simple criteria as the class centre
distance, although differentiable and easily evaluated, possess many local minima. Hence, for effec-
tively choosing the optimal wavelet in the proposed problem setting, simple optimisation techniques
won’t sufce.
Additionally to the criteria comparison, for a class of kernels this paper gives an easier way to
compute the radius of a set of feature vectors by reducing the problem on the single class support
vector classication problem.
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A Filter Banks and Discrete Orthonormal Wavelets
We will give some background about lter banks and discrete wavelets here and introduce our nota-
tion about them. The concept of ’lter banks’ comes from engineering sciences and is widely used
in all signal processing areas as pattern recognition. Work on wavelets was pioneered by S. Mallat
([26]) and I. Daubechies ([10]). The usual wavelet is a continuous function. However, we want to
apply the term ’wavelet’ in the discrete setting. The derivation of the analogies will be given in the
following.
A.1 Filter Banks
A lter bank is a system of lters, linked by operations as up- and down-sampling to analyse a signal
or synthesise it again. The essential information is extracted from the resulting subband signals of an
analysis lter bank. Our notion of lter banks is mainly based upon the book [40]. We will only use
twochannel lter banks whose analysis lters normally consist of a lowpass and a highpass lter.
Let ÇÉÈ¬ÊÌË¬Í_ÎÐÏNÑÒÓgÔ=ÕÖÈØ× ÙØÚÛË[Ü
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resp. ÇÞÝGÊ¸ËØÍffÎßÏwÑÒ5ÓgÔàÕÝg× Ù¬ÚáËÖÜ Ò be the Ë transform of these two
lters. For the signal decomposition, we are interested in the lter coefcient sequences Ê¸Õ È × ÙØÚRÍ Ò5ÓgÔ ,
Ê¸Õ Ý × ÙØÚRÍ
Ò5ÓgÔãâåäTæ
.
A lter bank with analysis lters Ç È and Ç Ý is called paraunitary (also referred to as orthogonal)
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The corresponding synthesis lters are given by
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The polyphase matrix of a paraunitary lter bank is dened as
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with entries from the polyphase decomposition
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To split the signals into different frequency bands, often high-pass lters with at least one vanishing
moment are considered. To this end, the lter bank has to satisfy the low-pass condition
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or, equivalently,
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For our practical purposes, we are interested in nite impulse response (FIR) lters. The analysis
lters of order îúûî then read
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A.2 Discrete Orthonormal Wavelets
To justify the term ’wavelet decomposition’ for our feature extraction process described in Section 2,
we note that lter banks are connected to wavelets. Every orthogonal continuous wavelet corresponds
to a paraunitary lter bank in that the discrete wavelet transform yields the same as ltering with the
corresponding lter bank. But not all orthonormal lter banks covered by the parameter space here
are related to continuous wavelets. To cope with this mismatch, in the style of the books [47, Section
3.3.2] and [44, Section 11.4], we want to introduce ’discretetime scaling sequences’ and ’discrete
time wavelets’.
Given a possibly innite signal fiffffifl ! and a paraunitary lter bank with analysis
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Due to the perfect reconstruction property of paraunitary lter banks, the set
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If we want to perform several decomposition steps, we rene the signal representations (15) or
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for Ł<B or, equivalently, in the z-domain
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We are looking for the lter coefcients corresponding to these iterated lters that produce the
full decomposition. We therefore dene the coefcient sequences ¤>¥ ¦
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¥ ¦ of the z-transforms
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as discretetime scaling sequences and discretetime wavelets, respectively. Let ¤>¥ ¹
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As in the case of continuous wavelets, the sequences ¤I¥ ¹ and
§
¥ ¹ (² ^´ ¢ Ł Q ) have widths
scaled by two and lie in different resolution subspaces
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Hence, in analogy to the continuous case the discretetime scaling sequences span a multiresolution
analysis of Í  , with the major difference that they may not be scaled smaller which would require a
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then hold due to the denition of the scaling sequence lters (20). And due to (22), the set Ò ¤/¥ ¹ « Ł<
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As a consequence, the whole space of sequences can be decomposed into ß1àpáâffiãä1åqæ ã áçéèéê
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Beside the orthonormality, another property that is important for our feature extraction holds for
the lter banks, and therewith the discrete wavelets, generated by the lattice structure (1). The average
signal value is always preserved in the low-pass channel.
Lemma 1 (average signal value). Given a paraunitary lter bank that satises the low-pass condi-
tion (13), the low-pass coefcients satisfy
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for all signals S(z).
Proof. Consider the decomposition equation (16) with low-pass coefcients (17). The orthogonality
condition (10) equivalently reads(*)
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The property for higher levels ö follows by induction by iterating the decomposition on the low-
pass coefcients as indicated by (19).
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holds.
Given the nite analysis lters @0ACBED FHGJI2KML$BflNPOPOPOPN QSRT&U , @0AVUWD FHGJI2KMLXBNPOPOPOPN QSRT&U , the decomposition of a
signal Y with length Z\[^]`_Ea ( ]cbed ) in fe[hg steps should be done easily. But since we are
not able to calculate innite coefcient sequences, we restrict the wavelets and scaling sequences to
the nite-dimensional space i
j . Due to this restriction, the question what to do at the boundary is
coming up. We propose to continue the wavelets and scaling sequences l-periodically to preserve the
orthogonality of the transform with the nite orthonormal basis
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B Support Vector Machines
Here we provide the tools concerning the support vector machine classication. Our approach is
based on the pioneering work of Vapnik [45] and the book of Cristianini and ShaweTaylor [7],
where the reader can nd a detailed introduction in terms of statistical learning theory.
B.1 Mathematical Background: Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces
The main innovation of the Support Vector Machine was the use of a kernel function to state a non-
linear classier in terms of a linear classier. Thereto, one has to be able to evaluate inner products
between nonlinearly mapped feature vectors with a kernel function. The mathematics involved in this
are ’reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces’ which we will introduce now.
By Qfi@I we denote the Hilbert space of real valued square integrable functions on  with
inner product 0{2u2R.[
@,IV@,Iutu . A kernel is a positive denite symmetric function  
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also generalise the denition to conditionally positive denite functions. But, in this paper we are
only interested in functions  arising from RBFs. In other words, we assume that there exists a real
valued function F on i so that
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For a given kernel  , there exists a reproducing kernel Hilbert space
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By (27), we have that ÑÓÒJÔ`Õ ( Ô±Ö'× ) is an element in ØÙ with
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We dene the feature space éêeëìØ Ù by the Ø Ù closure of all nite linear combinations of elements
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Note that from another point of view é ê is the space of sequences of the Fourier coefcients of the
functions of ú ê with respect to the orthonormal basis ó 
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B.2 Solution
Now we consider the classication problem introduced in section 3. Again assume the training set
(4) is given. We just introduced the function space ú ê corresponding to the chosen kernel ä . To
build a classier, we reformulate the unconstrained optimisation problem (6) already set up in section
3 to the following equivalent constrained optimisation problem:
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Note that we can also look for functions of the form þ7ÛBA *+C Ò A Öìú ê Õ with a socalled bias
term C ÖED . We omit the bias term C here, because its explicit consideration is only needed for inner
product functions that are only positive semidenite ([17]). With our denition of a kernel, the bias is
always included implicitly as the set of eigenfunctions ó ã ô ß GF always contains a constant function,
implying  Öú¨ê . As a consequence, þÛ+A *HC Öúê for A Öú¨ê and C ÖID , so the minimisation
already takes into account all functions of this form.
Every function þ Ö úê corresponds uniquely to a sequence ý Ö éê . Thus, by (28) and (29),
the optimisation problem (30) can be rewritten as follows:
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In general the feature space é ê ë Ø Ù is innite-dimensional. For a better illustration of (31) we
assume for a moment that é ê ëND
!
. Then the function Oþß Ò
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. Note that Oþß Ò0ÑÓÒ,Ô`Õ2Õ Û þß Ò,Ô`Õ . Thus, the constraints
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If there exists ý^Ö é ê so that (32) can be fullled with
&
fl
Û
ç ( = ÛW åèflèèå@ ), then we say that
our training set is linearly separable in é ê . Of course, for Gaussian kernels like all positive kernels
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every nite training set is linearly separable in XZY , see, e.g., [39]. Then the optimisation problem
(31) can be further simplied to[\^]
_;`Tacb+d
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a b
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Given  Y and  , the optimisation problem above has a unique solution  _g . In our hyperplane
context  _  is exactly the hyperplane which has maximal distance  from the training data, where
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The value  is called the margin of  _  with respect to the training set  . In this context, the solutions
of the optimisations problems (31) and (33) are called soft margin and hard margin SVM classiers,
respectively. Due to the regularity of the kernel matrix, there always exists a solution even for hard
margin SVMs. Note that this restriction is equivalent to the choice ¤ ¦¥ in (30) or (31).
Next we consider the solution of the SVM problem (31), where we follow mainly the notation of
[48]. Here the notion ’support vector’ comes into play.
By the Representer Theorem ([24, 48]), the minimiser of (31) has the form
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The dual problem with Lagrange multipliers Å
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Further we have by ÒÔ
Ò
¹

Ä that Æ ¤¾½ÎÂÏÅ . Thus, our optimisation problem becomes
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This quadratic programming (QP) problem is usually solved in the SVM literature. For a moderate
number of associations some standard QP routines can be used and for a large number of associations,
e.g.,
f

f0ÖH×ØØØ
, specically designed large scale algorithms should be applied, e.g., SVMlight [22].
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If we again denote by Ù the index set of the support vectors ÙÛÚÝÜ?Þ3ßáàÏÞâãä3ää5ã8åæÁÚçè6éÜ+ê0æ then
by (35) and (37), the function ë has the sparse representation
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which depends only on the SVs. With respect to the margin we obtain by (34) and (26) that
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Due to the KuhnTucker conditions [15] the solution ë of the QP problem (36) has to full
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In case of hard margin classication with 	èZÜ ê this implies that
ô
èõëìí èLîÁÜ â ( ßÎà Ù ) so that we
obtain the following simple expression for the margin
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C An SVM Formulation for Radius Computation
This section describes how to efciently compute the radius of the smallest sphere enclosing a set of
points. This radius was involved in the radius - margin criterion (9) and its efcient computation was
used in the error bounds visualised in Figures 5 to 7 (e).
A direct approach to determine the radius  for the points í (IÜ âãä3ää5ã8å ) in feature space is
to solve the optimisation problem

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
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In fact, this quadratic problem is a special case of the problem
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considered in [2] for clustering. Therefore we will refer to (41) as SV clustering problem. We will
show that (41) can be solved by a single-class SVM, i.e., an SVM classication problem with all
points belonging to the same class. Then the matrix L in (38) is the identity matrix so that (38)
simplies to
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N
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(42)
Although this is still a quadratic program we think that it is protable to use this connection, since,
for standard SVMs, sophisticated algorithms are included into many software implementations.
We will prove the following theorem:
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Theorem 2. Let Y be a kernel with corresponding feature map Z and with the property that
Y\[]fi^"]Q_T`ba for all ]dcfefig . Then there exists hikjml such that the optimal radius n in (41) can be
obtained by solving the dual problem (42) of a single-class SVM. More precisely, if o is the solution
of (42), then
n5p`qasrStuQvwtAxSy$[vwtT_{z|^ (43)
where tq}~` 
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and cf^*00E^2Ł denotes some index with
lMA
z
6i
.
Note that
i
`8h
i
` for our original problem (40).
Our proof proceeds in two steps: rst we show that the SV clustering problem (41) is equivalent
to a single-class SVM with additional bias term also included in the objective function. This SVM
was used for novelty detection in [37] and is therefore called SV novelty detection problem in the
following. Then we prove that the SV novelty detection problem is equivalent to an ordinary single-
class SVM (42) without bias term.
C.1 Equivalence of the SV Clustering Problem and the SV Novelty Detection
Problem
The equivalence is best shown considering the dual problems. For solving (41), we introduce the
Lagrangian 
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Using these equations, the Lagrangian yields the dual problem
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By (27) and the denition of the feature map, the function
¯
[t_ can be rewritten as
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In our applications we are mainly interested in isotropic kernels Y\[]fi^Ä£_`ÆÅ[E]ÇxIÄÈ*_ , e.g. in the
Gaussian kernel Y\[]fi^"Ä£_`ÉÊ7ËÌ0ÍÎÏËÐ
Ð{Ñ
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. These kernels Y\[]fi^"]Q_T`Æa for some a
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Then
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Note that this problem coincides with our optimisation problem (42) except for the rst constraint
ÖØ×Ù6ÚÆÛ
. The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for problem (41) are
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Let us turn to the SV novelty detection problem investigated by Sch¤olkopf et al. in [37]. We are
looking for a decision function

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with bias term  which solves the modied single-class SVM problem
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Analogous to the SV clustering problem, we build the Lagrangian
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with Lagrange multipliers >Má=?D9D: . Setting the derivative of
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with respect to  , Ù and % to zero, it
follows
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Using these equations, the Lagrangian yields the dual problem
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This problem is obviously equivalent to the dual SV clustering problem (46). We summarise:
Lemma 3. Let ü be a kernel with corresponding feature map í and with the property that
ü\çîfiá"îQïXÚM for all îNPORQ . Then the optimisation problems (41) and (50) are equivalent in that
they lead to the same dual problem (46).
From the dual solution Ù of (46), the primal solution ðáèãá % of (41) may be obtained by (44) and
(43) and the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (47) and (48). The optimal parameter values á % for problem
(50) may be obtained by the Kuhn-Tucker complementary conditions as well.
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This lemma was also proved in [37]. Further, Vapnik ([46, Section 10.7]) already showed that SHT
can be computed as described by (43) with problem (46) for hard margin ( UWVWX ).
At rst sight, it is astonishing that although the quadratic optimisation problems for SV clustering
and SV novelty detection are deviated from quite different initial problems (41) and (50), they are
equivalent. The paper [33] provides a nice geometrical interpretation for that. The above condition
on the kernel implies that all feature vectors lie on a sphere centred at the origin. The hyperplane
that separates the data from the origin with maximal margin will then be spanned by the smallest
enclosing spheres centre, that is Y"Z[&\
V] ^
ZB[&\
V`_baffic
[&d
and, in the hard margin case, the distance of the spheres centre from the origin is e f7g	h so that the
relation between S and h reads
S
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where p are the residuals with respect to the novelty detection problem. (As a matter of fact, the
residuals only differ by a factor of two because of the quadratic constraint terms in the clustering
problem.) For the hard margin case ( UqVWX ) and the Gaussian kernel, this implies that
S
T
Vrh s
C.2 Equivalence of the SV Novelty Detection Problem and the Single-Class
SVM without Bias Term
The previous subsection shows the equivalence of the SV clustering problem which can be used for
radius computation to a modied SVM (50) with bias term. We will now show that this special
problem is equivalent to a single-class SVM without bias term. With
Y"Z[&\
dened as in (49), the
common single-class SVM is described by the problem
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By setting up the Lagrangian as above, the traditional single-class SVM leads to the dual quadratic
problem (42).
Lemma 4. There exists
}
UD such that the SV novelty detection problem (50) with parameter U is
equivalent to the standard SVM problem (55) with parameter
}
U in that the solutions are derivable
from one another. The dual solutions  of (42) and
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of (54) are related by
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with the primal variable h .
Proof. The proof consists of two parts. Firstly, the dual solution of the biased SVM (54) will be
derived from the dual solution of the SVM without bias (42). Secondly, the primal solution of the
unbiased SVM (55) will be derived from the primal solution of the biased SVM (50).
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where ²³¦´¶µ¸· ²
¹
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³ holds, this is a contradiction to the
assumption that ³ is the optimal solution of problem (42).
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Consequently, since Ã
¹ÅÄ Æ Ä3Ç È É
is the optimal solution for problem (50), ³ is the optimal solution of
(55).
So far, we have shown that for special values of
À
depending on the solution of the problem,
the biased and unbiased single-class SVMs are equivalent. Anyway, as C is a tuning parameter that
cannot be determined analytically, this condition does not restrain the equivalence. Especially, for
À
µäã
, the hard margin case, no condition with respect to the weight factor has to be taken into
account.
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